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The book is a stylistic and photographic development of eight of his summer houses on the island, built over 20 years

The prestigious architecture studio Romano presents its new book, a masterpiece dedicated to lovers of the world of decoration and architecture, lovers of

contemporary lifestyle, and above all, of the Ibizan character.

The book is a stylistic and photographic development of eight of his summer houses on the island, built over 20 years. With nearly 200 images, more than 400

pages and 3 detachable pages, a 100% exclusive production for the book, photographed by Manolo Yllera, creator of iconic images for AD Spain and China

magazines, styled by Amaya de Toledo, stylist at AD Spain, and with the creative direction of Emilio Saliquet, creative director of Vanidad, the book is not only a

coffee table book of decoration, but also a warm-modern reflection on Mediterranean architecture and landscape, reflected in eight houses built with respect

for the island and the environment, a rigorous architecture, combined with a refined decoration and hedonistic landscaping.

Jaime Romano is the architect behind the projects featured in the book, together with his studio Romano. In addition to Ibiza, Romano has also developed

works that today are being developed all over the world with projects for Russia, Tunisia, Barbados, Turkey and Switzerland, among others. He is the winner of

the ‘Three Diamonds’ award for the most sustainable construction in Spain in 2019 and the Best Tourist Villa in Europe at the Boutique Hotel Awards 2018.

Jaime Romano began his professional career in interior design right from the top. Since then, Romano Arquitectos has worked on designs of all kinds, from

residential projects, to interventions in the field of restoration, leisure and hotels, so as heritage and architectural recovery projects. Romano combines his

intrinsic restlessness, the attention to detail and perfectionism with flexibility and the absence of architectural prejudices, forming a clean, white, diaphanous and

organic architecture that has found in Ibiza the best of scenarios. His deep knowledge of the trades that shape the world of construction allows him to develop

elegant, efficient and reliable solutions that have been trying to make the island a better place since 1992. His projects include the Space Ibiza club and Sa

Ferradura Island, considered the best sustainable construction in Spain (Three Diamonds awards winner). Today his work is oriented to project sustainable

houses, contributing talent, perseverance and density to the creative process.
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